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Discussion
What makes a “good” 

student?

What prevents a student 
from being a “good” 

student?



What are Epistemologies?

• “Beliefs or views about how knowledge is constructed and 
evaluated.”1

• “Beliefs about the nature of knowledge and learning.” 2

• A “Set of views about the nature of knowledge, knowing, and 
learning.” 3



Aspects of Epistemology 4,5

Certainty of Knowledge (Fixed vs. Dynamic)

Simplicity of Knowledge (Isolated vs. 
Interconnected)

Source of Knowledge (Authority vs. Self)

Justification of Knowing (Inherited vs. Constructed)

 Real World Applicability (Does science apply outside the classroom?)

 Ability (Innate vs. Effort)

 Quick Learning

 Formula vs. Concept



Discussion

How do you think your views differ from those 
of your students?



Example From Literature6

Light and Shadows Tutorial in Introductory 
Physics:

o In tutorial, students are to experiment with light 
and predict various patterns that will be seen on a 
screen.

o Jan struggles to comprehend the path taken by the light on its way to the 
screen.

o Jan keeps attempting to fit what she is seeing with “physics-oriented” 
language (vector, polarized, etc.).

o “Jan behaves as if common sense reasoning is a separate endeavor from 
formal (mathematical or technical) reasoning” 

o Epistemic shortcoming: Jan doesn’t seek connections between formal 
and informal reasoning

(Elby, 2010)



Might my students be struggling 
with an epistemic issue?

Ask yourself: 

•Is my student “failing to use skills or knowledge they clearly 
possess?”6

–Jan wasn’t utilizing informal reasoning despite being capable of:
• Discussing physics using informal reasoning
• Checking her understanding
• Working through physics problems in which she has little formal knowledge

•Is my student very hard-working, yet consistently performs 
poorly on examinations or inquisitions regarding their 
knowledge?



Discussion

Have you noticed any struggles and/or triumphs 
within a classroom that may relate to aspects of 
epistemology?



The Problem at Hand

Across the nation student epistemologies in science 
have been seen to deteriorate after a semester of 

traditional instruction.

Examples in Literature:

How College-Level Introductory Instruction Can Impact Student Epistemological Beliefs.4

Attitudes of Undergraduate General Science Students Toward Learning Science and the Nature of Science.7

Peer Instruction in introductory physics: A method to bring about positive changes in students’ attitudes and 
beliefs.8

Student expectations in introductory physics9

Attitudinal gains across multiple universities using the Physics and Everyday Thinking curriculum.13



What Have We Done?: 
Course revisions

• Material added to shorter lectures 

• Some content was reduced

– Less about telescopes

– Magnitude scale eliminated

– Solar system section

• More in class writing

• More out of class time spent considering the 
applicability of science



What Have We Done?: 
Metacognitive tasks

• Muddiest point

– “What part of today’s lecture did you find most 
confusing?”

• Exam reflection

– “How did you study for the exam?”

– “Did you feel prepared?”

– “Study and classify the types of errors you made.”

• Write your own exam question



What Have We Done?: 
Science versus pseudoscience

Earth A.  Mercury here B.  Mercury here

C. Positions A and B have equal pull on my body
D. I don’t know

Taurus

• Why doesn’t the moment of conception matter?

• Astrology points to ponder

• Your sign isn’t what you think it is!



What Have We Done?: 
Science in the media

• Guided practice in discerning science in news 
sources

– Is it reliable?

– Are personal beliefs driving the claim?

– Do you agree with the conclusions drawn by the 
author? 

– Do other sources agree with this source?  

– Where does the preponderance of evidence 
point?



Apollo moon landing hoax



What Have We Done?: 
Science in the media

• New desalinization techniques

• China’s giant telescope

• Life has gotten louder

• Birth control has negative side effects

• South Africa’s solar powered airport

• World’s smallest working transistor

• How did Lucy die?



What Have We Done?: 
Encouraging a growth mindset

• Students discuss what they are 
good at, how they got good at it

• We ask students to participate in 
their learning

• Clicker questions encourage 
critical thinking and group 
discussion

– Not graded on correctness



Results/Findings

Before Course Revisions

 Significant Overall deterioration of epistemologies in 
baseline

o Innate vs. Effort, Fixed vs. Dynamic, and Authority vs. Self

After Course Revisions

No overall significant deterioration
o No longer significant deterioration along Certainty of Knowledge

o Significant improvement along Simplicity of Knowledge

o Significant deterioration along Nature of Knowing persists

o Significant deterioration along Innate vs. Effort persists



Discussion

What courses do 
you instruct?

What struggles might 
you encounter when 

trying to improve 
student epistemologies?



Improvements in Epistemologies

Explicitly Embedding Epistemology Lessons 
into the Course12

– Emphasis on refining intuitive ideas 
and that physics is more conceptual 
than factual

– Homework graded on effort 
(thoughtfulness)

– Detailed solutions for some assigned 
questions were handed out

– Mini-quizzes were given each week to 
test conceptual understanding
• No plug-and-chug questions

– Small group work with problems and 
activities similar to Tutorials in 
Introductory Physics17

(Elby, 2001)



Improvements in Epistemologies

Physics and Everyday Thinking / Physical Science and Everyday Thinking

– PET Single Semester curriculum

• Physics Content
– Guided experimentation

– Inquiry

– Small group work

– Class discussions

• Nature of Science
– Pillars of science and scientists

• Learning about learning 
– Opportunity to understand their own learning process

– Opportunity to expose the aspect of creativity and imagination within science

PET/PSET use across several institutions and/or instructors13

http://cpucips.sdsu.edu/web/pet/index.html



Improvements in Epistemologies

Modeling Instruction Curriculum18

o Frequent use of model development to test and predict phenomena

o Instructor puts forth a question and/or demo that exemplifies an occurrence in 
nature

o Students collaborate together in small groups to develop and validate ideas

o Instructor provides Socratic dialog in guiding students

Results Across One and Two Semesters of an Introductory Physics Course14

https://modelinginstruction.org/sample-page/synopsis-of-modeling-instruction/



Improvements in Epistemologies

Physics By Inquiry (PBI)

– Students work together in small groups 

– Limited to no lecture time

– Experiment guided by worksheets/tutorials 

• Test, Develop, Modify

– Instructor/TAs serve a Socratic role 

PBI Across several Institutions and Implementations15

https://depts.washington.edu/uwpeg/pbi



Discussion/Hands-On

What patterns do you see in these curricula?



Modeling

Frequent use of model development to test and predict phenomena

– A question, observation, or demo that exemplifies an occurrence in 
nature is put forth

– Experiment guided by worksheets/tutorials 

• Observe, Develop, Test, Modify, Collaborate

– Students collaborate together in small groups to develop and validate 
ideas

– Limited to no lecture time

– Instructor/TAs serve a Socratic role 

Implicit and/or explicit utilization of Nature of Science principles



Nature of Science
Prominent Elements of the Nature of Science10

– Scientific knowledge is tentative

– Science relies on empirical evidence

– Science relies on skepticism

– Science is an attempt to explain phenomena

– All cultures can contribute to science 

– New knowledge must be reported clearly and openly

– Scientists require replicability and truthful reporting

– Scientists are creative

– Change in science occurs gradually

– Science has global implications

– Science is part of social and cultural tradition

– Science has played an important role in technology

– Scientific ideas are affected by their social and historical milieu

– Nature of Science in the classroom

http://www.indiana.edu/~ensiweb/natsc.fs.html


Epistemological Focus

Explicit focus on aspects of epistemology

– Student as sense-maker

– Testing limitation/applicability of 
knowledge

– Evaluation of knowledge

– Conceptual knowledge as important





Meta-Analysis
Analysis of 24 studies involving use of MPEX and CLASS 
in undergraduate physics11

– Modeling (9.3%) and Explicit Focus (8.5%) courses are not significantly 
different in their effect on epistemic beliefs

• Modeling is significantly better than courses which have some focus on 
epistemic beliefs (.7%) and ordinary methods (-3.7%)

• Explicit is significantly better than courses employing ordinary methods

– Student population on shifts in epistemologies

• Elementary Education & non-science majors experienced significantly 
greater gains than those in Calculus-based and Upper-Level courses.

• “[…] courses with large positive shifts are those with an explicit focus on 
model building, small class sizes, and taught to elementary education and 
non-science majors.”



Discussion

What might you change in your course/s to 
improve the epistemological beliefs of your 

students?
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